At the core of the logo is the Convention’s existing visual identification. Around this, there is a text that identifies the event.

The large, multi-coloured circle represents communities and nations that participate in the work of the Convention or are affected by the presence of antipersonnel mines.

At the bottom of the multi-coloured circle are holes from which laces with different types of shoes emerge.

On the left side, hangs a pair of women’s shoes that are typical in Colombia, decorated with textile art or traditional knitting made by the Kuna ethnic group in the departments of Antioquia and Choco.

In the centre there are two laces: one with a children’s sports shoe which represents the international community; the other symbolizes the victims of anti-personnel mines.

On the right side hangs a pair of men’s alpargatas, which is a type of shoe used in most of the typical costumes of Colombia.

Together the hanging shoes indicate that women, men, girls and boys affected by anti-personnel mines.
Activities related to the Cartagena Summit will span six days - Sunday 29 November to Friday 4 December 2009!

EVENTS TO BE CARRIED OUT
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH

PRELIMINARY IDEAS

- “Cartagena 5K” sports event
- “ConCuerpos” Inclusive Dance Group’s Performance
- Craftwork showing
- Opening Ceremony
The “Cartagena 5K” race is framed as part of the “More Sports, Less Land Mines” strategy designed and promoted by the Presidential Program for Comprehensive Action against Anti-personnel Mines (PAICMA) since June, 2008.

This strategy aims to obtain the participation of persons with disabilities in sports events, with the purpose of promoting sports as part of a comprehensive strategy for rehabilitation and social inclusion.
This strategy looks to promote and strengthen institutional alliances between sports organizations and those government agencies responsible for assisting survivors of anti-personnel mines.

The Cartagena 5K race aims to involve Cartagena’s citizens in the fight against anti-personnel mines and promote the rights of persons with disabilities.
Cartagena 5K race participants:
- Persons with disabilities
- Cartagena Summit participants (all delegates will be automatically enrolled)
- Citizens of Cartagena
- 5,000 total participants

Cartagena 5K race logistics:
- Start time - 8:00 a.m., finish time - noon.
- Distance - 5 kilometres
- Four categories: Hand cycles, wheel chairs (professional), wheel chairs (conventional), walkers

Official t-shirt
The Cartagena Summit on a mine free-world - A shared commitment - Colombia 2009

“CARTAGENA 5K” SPORTS EVENT

Runner’s number

The Cartagena Summit on a mine free-world - A shared commitment - Colombia 2009

“CONCUERPOS”

The Cartagena Summit on a mine free-world - A shared commitment - Colombia 2009
Over the past few decades modern dance has been providing opportunities for inclusion for women, men, girls and boys with physical, sensory and/or cognitive disabilities.

In Colombia the Danza ConCuerpos company has promoted the participation of persons with disabilities in dance, with the assistance of British dancers Charlotte Darbyshire and Welly O’Brien, as well as with the British Council’s support.
The ConCuerpos company’s goal is to eliminate participation barriers in dance-related artistic activities for persons with disabilities.

**Inclusive Dance Project 2009**

- The Inclusive Dance strategy promoted by ConCuerpos includes a process for landmine survivors to be involved in dance activities.
- The PAICMA and the British Council are sponsoring this program with additional support of many others.
- This process begins with a number of dance workshops aimed at landmine survivors and other persons with disabilities in different Colombian cities from June to August in 2009.
- The process continues with people who participated in the first phase of the project and who are interested participating in an inclusive dance piece at the Cartagena Summit the afternoon of 29 November.
- Subsequently, it will be presented to Cartagena’s people in general.
At the 8MSP (November 2007, Dead Sea), Jordan staged a street market where products made by craftspeople including persons with disabilities could be sold.

This idea is being considered by Colombia. Colombia is consulting Colombia’s national authorities to determine whether it will be possible to invite craftsmen and craftswomen with disabilities from other countries to display and sell their work.

Local NGOs are important partners in this project.
The first would be an event for Cartagena Summit participants in the inner gardens and halls of a colonial house in Cartagena. This event would start at 18:30 and end at 21:00. Guests would be offered a dinner and drinks for the guests and entertainment would be provided by a typical Colombian music band.

The Casa del Marques de Valdehoyos was initially considered to host this event. This property, which has world heritage status, has the capacity to hold 800 people (approximately) in its inner gardens and halls. However, its limitation is related to the architectonic barriers that restrain access and mobility for people with disabilities. As a result, Colombia has started a serious evaluation of the existing adaptation possibilities and, based on the process' results, a final decision will be made.
Colombia has considered a second possible format for the opening ceremony:

The second format would be an outdoor ceremony that would take place in the colonial squares of the fortified city and the nearby streets. Delegates would have several food and drink stations at their disposal, representing the different Colombian regions. Furthermore, around the entire area there would be different bands of typical Colombian music and actors representing Colombian traditions and folklore. The different stations would be typically decorated according to the country's regions and, therefore, those present would be able to know a little more about our country's culture and traditions.

Colombia is excited to host this great event and is looking forward to welcoming all delegations and participants in Cartagena.

Colombia encourages all delegates to arrive on Saturday 28 November to take full advantage of the events on 29 November.

The President of the Republic of Colombia has issued invitations to all States to participate at the highest level possible.

A high level segment will take place on 3-4 December.

THANK YOU!